Some families of Cohen-Macaulay, Buchsbaum and/or Gorenstein semigroup rings are provided. In order to achieve this goal, a geometric description of L R ≥ (P) \ ∪ j∈N jP is given, where P is a bounded convex polyhedron of R 3 ≥ and L R ≥ (P) is the minimal cone including P.
Introduction
A semigroup is a pair (S, +) with S a nonempty set and + a binary operation defined on S verifying the associative and commutative laws. In addition, if there exists in S an element, usually denoted by 0, such that a + 0 = a for all a ∈ S, the pair (S, +) is a monoid. Given a subset A of a monoid S, the monoid generated by A, denoted by A , is the least (with respect to inclusion) submonoid of S containing A. When S = A , it is said that S is generated by A, or that A is a system of generators of S. The monoid S is finitely generated if it has a finite system of generators. Finitely generated submonoids of N n are known as affine semigroups.
Given a semigroup S and a field k, define the semigroup ring k[S] = ⊕ s∈S ky s with the addition performed component-wise and the product carried out according to the rule y s y s = y s+s . If S is minimally generated by {s 1 , . . . , s r } ⊂ N n , then k[S] is isomorphic to the subalgebra of the polynomial ring k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] generated by x s1 , . . . , x sr with x α = x α1 1 · · · x αn n where α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) ∈ N n (see [19] ). It is well known that many properties of the ring k[S] are determined by certain conditions and properties of S. In particular, a semigroup S is called a Cohen-Macaulay (resp. Gorenstein, resp. Buchsbaum) semigroup if k[S] is a Cohen-Macaulay (resp. Gorenstein, resp. Buchsbaum)
ring.
Although the Cohen-Macaulayness, Gorensteiness, and Buchsbaumness of rings have been widely studied, there are few methods for searching for this kind of structure (see [9] , [14] , [16] , [18] and references therein). The main goal of the present work is to provide methods to construct affine semigroups satisfying these three properties by means of convex polyhedron semigroups.
Convex polytope semigroups are obtained as follows. Assume that P ⊂ R n ≥ is a bounded convex polytope. Then the set ∪ j∈N jP is a submonoid of R n ≥ and the set P = ∪ j∈N jP ∩ N n is a submonoid of N n (see [7] ). Every submonoid of N n that can be obtained in this way is a convex polytope semigroup, and if n = 3, the term polyhedron is used instead of polytope.
In order to study the Cohen-Macaulayness, Buchsbaumness, and Gorensteinness of affine simplicial convex polyhedron semigroups, we need to describe the elements in the minimal cone, which includes the semigroup, that are not in the semigroup. In particular, we give a geometric description and a decomposition of the set L R ≥ (P) \ ∪ j∈N jP.
The results of this work are illustrated with several examples, where the third-party software, such as Normaliz ( [4] ) and Macaulay2 ( [12] ) are used in conjunction with the library [6] developed by the authors in Python ( [15] ).
This work is organized as follows. In Section 1, the concept of convex polytope/polyhedron semigroup is defined and some basic notions and results used in the rest of the work are given. In Section 2, the set L R ≥ (P) \ ∪ j∈N jP is completely described by using geometric tools. In Section 3, the Cohen-Macaulay property is studied and an algorithm is presented that checks for this property in affine simplicial convex polyhedron semigroups. A family of Gorenstein affine semigroups is given in Section 4. Lastly, in Section 5, Buchsbaum affine simplicial convex polyhedron semigroups are characterized and a family of such semigroups is obtained.
Some definitions and tools
Let R, Q and N be the sets of real numbers, rational numbers, and nonnegative integers, respectively. Denote by R ≥ and Q ≥ the set of nonnegative elements of R and Q. A point P is said to be rational whenever P ∈ Q n . We denote by O the origin of R n . A rational line is a straight line with at least two rational elements. A ray is a vector line, and whenever it is also a rational line, it is called a rational ray.
Define the cone generated by
The set of its extremal rays is denoted by T A , and the set L R ≥ (A)∩N n is denoted by C A . A cone is called a rational cone if all its extremal rays are rational rays.
For every set χ ⊂ R n ≥ , denote by ∂χ its topological boundary, by T-int(χ) its topological interior, and by int(χ) the set χ \ T χ . For any i nonnegative integer, we use [i] to denote the set {1, . . . , i}.
If P = (p 1 , . . . , p n ), Q = (q 1 , . . . , q n ) ∈ R n and j ∈ R, then jP = (jp 1 , . . . , jp n ) and P + Q = (p 1 + q 1 , . . . , p n + q n ). For every subset A ⊂ R n , jA denotes the set {jP | P ∈ A}, and P + A (or A + P ) denotes the set {P + Q | Q ∈ A}. Let H(A) be the convex hull determined by A, that is, the smallest convex set containing A. In general, for every P ∈ Q n ≥ , define h P = min{h ∈ N|hP ∈ N n }. For a given P ∈ R n , we denote by τ P the ray containing P.
The main characteristic of convex polytope semigroups is that in order to know whether a given element P of N n is in the semigroup, it is enough to know the defining equations of the facets of the convex polytope P. From these equations, by computing the sets τ P ∩ P = AB and {k ∈ N|
, we get that the element P belongs to P if and only if {k ∈ N| ||P || ||B|| ≤ k ≤ ||P || ||A|| } = ∅. This process can be performed even when P is not finitely generated. Its well known that P is a finitely generated semigroup if and only if τ ∩ P ∩ Q n is non-empty for all τ ∈ T P (see [2, Corollary 2.10]). We now recall some definitions that will be necessary for the comprehension of Sections 3, 4, and 5. If R is a Noetherian local ring, we say that a finite R-module M = 0 is Cohen-Macaulay whenever depth(M ) = dim(M ). The set R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring if it is a Cohen-Macaulay module (see [3] ). If R is a local ring with finite injective dimension as R-module, then it is called a Gorenstein ring. Finally, we define a Buchsbaum ring as a Noetherian Rmodule such that every system of parameters of M is a weak M -sequence and a Buchsbaum ring as a Buchsbaum module, that is, a module over itself (see [1] ).
2 Computing a decomposition of L R ≥ (P)\∪ j∈N jP Let P ⊂ R 3 ≥ be a convex polyhedron and P be its associated semigroup. In this section, we give a geometric description of the set L R ≥ (P) \ ∪ j∈N jP; this description allows us to give a decomposition of this set as a union of convex polyhedra. For example, Figure 1 illustrates the sets L R ≥ (P) and ∪ 9 j=0 jP for a polyhedron P. Two vertices of P are called adjacent if they are connected by an edge. For any j ∈ N, we denote by L j = H(jP∪(j +1)P)\(jP∪(j +1)P), by L j its topological closure, and by L and L the sets ∪ j∈N L j and ∪ j∈N L j , respectively. Note that L ∩ N 3 = C P \ P. We write T P = {τ 1 , . . . , τ t } for the set of extremal rays of L R ≥ (P). The symbol σ denotes the permutation (123 · · · t), that is, for i ∈ [t − 1], σ(i) = i + 1, and σ(t) = 1, and we assume that the rays in T P are arranged in such a way that τ i and τ σ(i) are in the same face of L R ≥ (P) for every i ∈ [t].
If V is the set of vertices of P, P ∈ V, and τ P is the ray containing P , then there exists a unique P ∈ P (which can be equal to P ) such that τ P ∩ P is equal to the segment P P . So, V is equal to
It is straightforward to prove that for every P ∈ V :
• P ∈ W iff τ P ∈ T P and τ P ∩ P = {P };
• P ∈ W 1 iff τ P ∈ T P and τ P ∩ P = P P with ||P || < ||P ||;
• P ∈ W 2 iff τ P ∈ T P and τ P ∩ P = P P with ||P || < ||P ||;
• P ∈ V 1 iff τ P / ∈ T P and τ P ∩ P = P P with ||P || < ||P ||;
• P ∈ V 2 iff τ P / ∈ T P and τ P ∩ P = P P with ||P || < ||P ||.
Note that the vertices in V 1 and W 1 are closer to the origin than the vertices in V 2 and W 2 .
From now on, we denote by
Proof. For any P i ∈ W 1 , denote by P i P i the segment τ i ∩ P. Note that for any j ≥ 0 and i ∈ [t], τ i ∩ jP is equal to jP i P i , and there exists a minimal κ 0 ∈ N such that kP i P i ∩ (k + 1)P i P i = ∅ for every i ∈ [t] and k ≥ κ 0 . So ∪ j≥κ0 jP is a convex set, and
The previous lemma can be generalized easily for any dimension. A convex polytope semigroup P such that C P \ P is finite is called a C P -semigroup. Some properties of this kind of semigroup have been studied recently in [5] .
In the following, we assume that there exists at least one ray τ i in T P such that τ i ∩P is a point, that is, W = ∅. The next two lemmas prove some properties of the intersection of the polyhedra kP and (k + 1)P for any integer k 0.
Then there exists κ 0 ∈ N such that for every integer k ≥ κ 0 , (k + 1)Q ∈ T-int(kP) and kQ ∈ T-int((k + 1)P).
Proof. Let τ Q be the ray containing Q. There exists R such that τ Q ∩ P = QR and ||Q|| < ||R||. This implies that there exists a least
We take κ 0 to be the maximum of the set {k
Note that κ 0 is the first time that all the vertices in (k + 1)(V 1 ∪ W 1 ) are in T-int(kP) and all the vertices in k(V 2 ∪ W 2 ) belong to T-int((k + 1)P) for every integer k.
Lemma 3. For every integer k ≥ κ 0 , every vertex of L k belongs to kW ∪ (k + 1)W, or to an edge of (k + 1)P Q of (k + 1)P, or is contained in an edge kP Q of kP, with P ∈ W, Q ∈ V 1 ∪ W 1 and
, every vertex of L k belongs either to an edge of kP or to an edge of (k + 1)P.
Clearly, if Q 1 Q 2 is an edge of P with Q 1 , Q 2 ∈ V 1 ∪ W 1 and k ≥ κ 0 , then (k + 1)Q 1 Q 2 ⊂ T-int(kP) and therefore it does not contain vertices of L k . We can perform a similar reasoning in case
The previous result means that for every integer k ≥ κ 0 , each vertex in L k is adjacent to at least one vertex in kW ∪ (k + 1)W, and they can be determined. For P any point in W, we define the sets V 1P = {Q ∈ V 1 ∪ W 1 adjacent to P }, V 2P = {Q ∈ V 2 ∪ W 2 adjacent to P }, and
Proof. From Lemmas 2 and 3.
, and let π be the plane containing {O, P, Q}, let P be the convex polygon P ∩ π, and let Q ∈ P \ {Q} be the other vertex of P adjacent to P. After some basic computations the reader can check that for every real number m 0,
Analogously, a similar result can be proved for any Q ∈ V 2P .
So far, we have described the vertex set of L k for any integer k ≥ κ 0 . Now we are going to construct a decomposition of L k . First of all, we need to rearrange the points in G k Pi \ τ i for all P i ∈ W (recall that we have denoted by
, the segments (kP )Q j and ((k + 1)P )Q j are edges of L k . We can rearrange these elements so that for every j ∈ [m − 1], the elements Q j and Q j+1 are in the same face of kP and in the same face of (k + 1)P. In this way, we obtain that the segments Q 1 Q 2 , . . . , Q m−1 Q m are also edges of L k and the triangles (kP )Q j Q j+1 and ((k + 1)P )Q j Q j+1 are faces of L k . In the following, we assume that the elements in G k Pi \ τ i are arranged in this way.
The last vertex Q m ∈ G k Pi \ τ i is adjacent to a point of τ σ(i) or τ σ(i−2) . For the vertex Q 1 we have a similar situation. In the sequel, we assume that Q m is adjacent to τ σ(i) and that Q 1 is adjacent to τ σ(i−2) . If P σ(i) ∈ W, let
is an edge of L k , Q m and Q 1 belong to a face of kP containing kP σ(i) and kP i respectively. Remark 6. Let P i ∈ W. Denote by T k ij the tetrahedron with vertices kP i , (k + 1)P i , Q j , and Q j+1 with j ∈ [m − 1], and by
and since the edge Q m Q 1 is the intersection of a face that contains kP i P σ(i) with another containing (k + 1)P i P σ(i) , Q m Q 1 is also parallel to kP i P σ(i) and (k + 1)
We can already give the decomposition of L k we are looking for.
Thus, A 1 and A 2 belong to two faces of L k . By Lemma 3, these faces contains at least one element of kW ∪ (k + 1)W. Since A 1 ∈ kP and A 2 ∈ (k + 1)P, the face F 1 containing A 1 is adjacent to an element of kW and the face F 2 containing A 2 is adjacent to an element of (k + 1)W. If F 1 has only one element, kP i , in kW, then this face is necessarily the triangle
i appearing in Remark 6; if this is not the case, we have at most two elements in kW and F 1 has the form H({kP i , kP σ(i) , Q m , Q 1 }), which is a face of G k iσ(i) . In any case, the element A is contained either in
Summarizing, the set L is equal to
Since L κ0+j can be obtained from L κ0 by adding jP i to G κ0 i , and jP i or jP σ(i) to the vertices of G κ0 iσ(i) , L κ0+j can be determined from a finite number of subsets. Note that all the elements necessary to delimit L can be easily computed by using basic geometric tools. In Figure 2 , you can see an example of the sets L k , and the vertex sets of G that are used in the following sections.
Proof. Take q and r in N such that k = qh P + r with 0 ≤ r < h P .
Lemma 9. If P ∈ G k iσ(i) and k ∈ N is greater than or equal to κ 0 , then P + P i and P + P σ(i) belong to G Proof. Recall that Q m Q 1 , kP i P σ(i) and (k + 1)P i P σ(i) are parallel, and
is the convex hull of the triangles (kP i )((k + 1)
3 Cohen-Macaulay affine simplicial convex polyhedron semigroups
In this section, the Cohen-Macaulay property is studied. A semigroup is said to be normal if ms ∈ S for some m ∈ N implies s ∈ S. Hochster's theorem proves that normal semigroups are Cohen-Macaulay (see [13] ). In general, polyhedron semigroups are non-normal: take for instance the polyhedron semigroup associated to the convex hull of {(6, 0, 0), (0, 6, 0), (0, 0, 6), (2.2, 2.2, 2.2)}, the element (2, 2, 2) is in the semigroup, but (1, 1, 1) is not. Recall that we denote by T A the set of the extremal rays of the set L R ≥ (A), by C A the set L R ≥ (A) ∩ N n , and by int(A) the set A \ T A , where A is a subset of R n .
The following results prove some characterizations of Cohen-Macaulay rings in terms of the corresponding associated semigroup. Assume that S ⊂ N n is a finitely generated semigroup with {g 1 , . . . , g t } its minimal generating set and that S is a simplicial semigroup, that is, L R ≥ (S) is generated by n linearly independent generators of S. We assume that L R ≥ (S) is generated by {g 1 , . . . , g n } with n ≤ t. Note that the elements of {g 1 , . . . , g n } belong to different rays of L R ≥ (S) and so {g 1 , . . . , g n } is also a basis of R n .
Theorem 10. Let S be a simplicial semigroup. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) S is Cohen-Macaulay.
(2) For any α, β ∈ S, if there exist
(3) For all a ∈ C S \ S, and every two different integers i, j ∈ [n], it is fulfilled that {a + g i , a + g j } ⊂ S.
Proof. By [11, Theorem 2.2], (1) is equivalent to (2).
We prove now that (2) implies (3). Suppose that there exists a ∈ C S \ S and i, j ∈ [n] such that α = a + g i ∈ S and β = a + g j ∈ S. Clearly α + g j = β + g i , but α − g i = β − g j = a ∈ S.
Lastly, we prove (3) implies (2). Let α, β be two elements of S satisfying
. . , g n }) and {g 1 , . . . , g n } is a basis of R n , there exist λ 1 , . . . , λ n , µ 1 , . . . , µ n ∈ R ≥ such that α = λ 1 g 1 + λ 2 g 2 + · · · + λ n g n and β = µ 1 g 1 + µ 2 g 2 + · · · + µ n g n . Furthermore, these expressions are unique. Since β = α + g 1 − g 2 = (λ 1 + 1)g 1 + (λ 2 − 1)g 2 + · · · + λ n g n , we obtain that λ 2 − 1 = µ 2 ≥ 0, and hence λ 2 ≥ 1. Analogously, we obtain that
. By the hypothesis and since a + g 1 = β ∈ S and a + g 2 = α ∈ S, the element a = α − g 2 = β − g 1 belongs to S.
Corollary 11. Let S ⊂ N n be a nonproper simplicial affine semigroup such that int(C S ) \ S is a finite set. Then S is not Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. If we assume that int(C S ) \ S is a nonempty finite set, there exists P ∈ int(C S ) \ S such that ||P || ≥ ||P || for all P ∈ int(C S ) \ S. It is straightforward to prove that this element satisfies P + g i ∈ S for any i ∈ [n]. If int(C S ) \ S is empty, let P ∈ C S \ S be a point belonging to an extremal ray of S, for example τ 1 . Note that P + g i ∈ int(C S ) ⊂ S for all i ∈ [n] \ {1}. In any case, by Theorem 10, this implies that S is not Cohen-Macaulay.
We now study the three dimensional case. Let P be a convex polyhedron delimited by the noncoplanar vertex set {P 1 , . . . , P q }. From now on, we assume that its associated semigroup P is simplicial, finitely generated, and that τ 1 , τ 2 , and τ 3 are the extremal rays of L R≥ (P). We denote by {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , . . . , g t } the minimal generating set of P, and assume that L R ≥ (P) = L R ≥ ({g 1 , g 2 , g 3 }).
Lemma 12. If W = ∅, then P is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if C P = P.
Proof. Since τ i ∩ P is a segment for all i ∈ [3], C P \ P is a finite set. We conclude that P is Cohen-Macaulay iff C P \ P is the empty set (see Corollary 11).
The construction given in Remark 6, and some properties of the sets G k i , are used in the following result to characterize the Cohen-Macaulayness of some convex polyhedron semigroups ( Figure 3 illustrates these cases).
Lemma 13. Let P ⊂ R 3 ≥ be a convex polyhedron such that P ∩ τ 1 = {P 1 } and P ∩ τ i is a segment for i = 2, 3. The affine semigroup P is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if C P = P.
Proof. Assume that P ∩ τ 2 = P 2 P 2 and P ∩ τ 3 = P 3 P 3 , and let κ 0 ∈ N be as in Lemma 2. We have
− − → OP 3 } are linearly independent, the distance from G j 1 to the plane containing {O, P 2 , P 3 } is strictly increasing. So, the set (C P \ P) ∩ {P + λ 2 g 2 + λ 3 g 3 | λ 2 , λ 3 ∈ R ≥ } is finite for every P ∈ C P . Consider now any P in C P \P, thus there exists λ 2 ∈ N such that P +λ 2 g 2 ∈ P but P + (λ 2 − 1)g 2 / ∈ P. Again, for a fixed P + (λ 2 − 1)g 2 , there exists λ 3 ∈ N such that P + (λ 2 − 1)g 2 + λ 3 g 3 ∈ P but P = P + (λ 2 − 1)g 2 + (λ 3 − 1)g 3 / ∈ P. Then, P + g 2 and P + g 3 are in P. By Theorem 10, the semigroup P satisfying the initial hypothesis is Cohen-Macaulay iff C P = P.
Suppose W = {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 }, κ 0 is the integer defined in Lemma 2, and let
3 be four points such that the segments Q 1 Q 2 , Q 1 Q 3 are two edges of κ 0 P ∩ (κ 0 + 1)P parallel to P 1 P 2 and P 1 P 3 respectively.
Recall that for any j ∈ N, the points {κ
and G κ0+j 31
, respectively (see Remark 6) . Since the segments (Q 1 + (k − κ 0 )P 1 )(Q 2 + (k − κ 0 )P 2 ) and (Q 1 + (k − κ 0 )P 1 )(Q 3 + (k − κ 0 )P 3 ) increase their lengths without limit as the nonnegative integer k increases, the distance between G
23 goes to infinity. In this case, we define k 13 ≥ κ 0 to be the minimal integer such that P + g 2 
The following lemma allows us to characterize nontrivial cases of CohenMacaulay convex polyhedron semigroups. Lemma 14. Let P i ∈ W with i ∈ [3] and let P be a point in T-int(G k i ) for any integer k ≥ k 3 + h Pi and such that P + g j ∈ P with j ∈ [3] \ {i}. Then for fixed t and q the nonnegative integer quotient and least positive remainder (respectively) of the integer division (k − k 3 )/h Pi , the point P − tg i belonging to
Proof. In order to simplify the notation, we assume i = 1, j = 2 and W = {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 }; if not, some of the sets involved in (1) could be empty. Supposing that P − tg 1 + g 2 / ∈ P, then there exists an integer m ≥ k 3 such that P − tg 1 + g 2 belongs to the union
(1)
, by Lemmas 8 and 9, the element P − tg 1 + g 2 + tg 1 is in G
, and therefore P − tg 1 + g 2 + tg 1 = P + g 2 is not in P, which is a contradiction. Besides, since P − tg 1 belongs to T-int(G k3+q i
. We conclude that P − tg 1 + g 2 necessarily belongs to P.
Define now the set
The following result concludes our study of the Cohen-Macaulay property.
Theorem 15. Let P be a convex polyhedron such that W = {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 }, or W = {P 1 , P 2 } and W 1 = {P 3 }. The affine semigroup P is CohenMacaulay if and only if for any integer point P belonging to the set G ∪ H({O, k 3 P 1 , k 3 P 2 , k 3 P 3 }) \ P there are no two different integers i, j ∈ [3] such that P + g i , P + g j ∈ P.
Proof. Trivially, if P is Cohen-Macaulay, the theorem is satisfied.
Conversely, note that the elements in C P \ P are the integer elements in the set
but not in P, and for any point P belonging to
)\P, there exist two integers i 1 , i 2 ∈ [3] such that P + g i1 and P + g i2 do not belong to P by Lemma 9.
Consider P ∈ C P \ P,
), and i 1 , i 2 ∈ [3] satisfy P + g i1 , P + g i2 ∈ P, then there exists P ∈ G satisfying the same property (Lemma 14), which is not possible by the hypothesis of the theorem. Analogously, if P ∈ H({O, k 3 P 1 , k 3 P 2 , k 3 P 3 }) \ P, then there do not exist i 1 , i 2 ∈ [3] with P + g i1 , P + g i2 ∈ P.
In any case, for every P ∈ C P \ P, there are no i 1 , i 2 ∈ [3] such that P + g i1 and P + g i2 are both in P. By Theorem 10, P is Cohen-Macaulay.
The simplest case of a convex polyhedron is given by the tetrahedron. The next result proves that if the associated semigroup is simplicial, then it is also Cohen-Macaulay. Proposition 16. If the semigroup associated to a tetrahedron is finitely generated and simplicial, then it is also Cohen-Macaulay. Proof. Let P = H({A, B, C, D}) be a tetrahedron satisfying the hypothesis and assuming that A, B, C, D ∈ Q 3 ≥ , and let P be its associated semigroup. We set
We consider two different settings.
First case: assume that O, C and D belong to a rational line with ||C|| < ||D||. In this case, we have L k = G k 12 for every k ≥ κ 0 , and it is straightforward to prove that
. By Lemma 9, we obtain that P + g 1 , P + g 2 / ∈ P for all P ∈ L ∩ N 3 and, therefore, by Theorem 10, P is Cohen-Macaulay.
Second case: assume that τ 1 ∩ P = {A}, τ 2 ∩ P = {B}, and τ 3 ∩ P = {C}. Let Q be the point obtained from the intersection of the line containing the origin and D with the triangle H({A, B, C}). We divide P in three tetrahedrons: P 1 = H({B, C, Q, D}), P 2 = H({A, C, Q, D}), and P 3 = H({A, B, Q, D}). Note that P 1 , P 2 , P 3 satisfy the previous case, and, therefore, for every P ∈ P we have P + g i , P + g j ∈ P k ⊂ P with i, j ∈ [3] \ {k} for some k ∈ [3] . By Theorem 10, P is Cohen-Macaulay.
In the following example we give a Cohen-Macaulay convex polyhedron semigroup associated to a polyhedron that is not a tetrahedron.
Example 17. Let P be the non-tetrahedron polyhedron obtained from the convex hull of the vertex set { (3, 3, 2), (2, 3, 1), (1, 2, 3) , (3/2, 3, 9/2), (33/16, 27/8, 63/16)}.
The associated convex polyhedron semigroup is minimally generated by 6 elements. They can be computed as follows: [2, 3, 3] , [3, 3, 2] , [4, 6, 7] ]
The command isCohenMacaulay of [6] checks whether a simplical convex polyhedron semigroup is Cohen-Macaulay,
In[3]: isCohenMacaulay(v) Out[3]: True
In this case, the semigroup is Cohen-Macaulay. The same result is obtained using Macaulay2 (see [12] ).
Computing a family of Gorenstein affine simplicial convex polyhedron semigroups
In this section, we obtain a family of Gorenstein semigroups from their associated convex polyhedra. As in the previous sections, we assume that the semigroup S = g 1 , . . . g t ⊂ N n is simplicial and L R ≥ (S) is generated by {g 1 , . . . g n }. The set Ap(g) = {x ∈ S | x − g / ∈ S} is called the Apéry set of g ∈ S. In [16, Section 4], the following result, which characterizes Gorenstein semigroups, is given.
Theorem 18. For a simplicial semigroup S, the following conditions are equivalent:
2. S is Cohen-Macaulay and ∩ i∈[n] Ap(g i ) has a unique maximal element (with respect to the order defined by S).
From this, we can obtain Gorenstein semigroups by looking at the intersection ∩ i∈[n] Ap(g i ). Consider the convex polyhedron P (tetrahedron) equal to the convex hull of {(4, 0, 0), (4 + 2k, 0, 0), (4 + k, k, 0), (4 + k, 0, 1)},
with k an integer greater than or equal to 2. Denote by P the affine semigroup associated to P. We have that P is simplicial and that g 1 = (4, 0, 0), g 2 = (4 + k, k, 0), and g 3 = (4 + k, 0, 1) are a set of generators of the cone associated to P. Note that, by Proposition 16, this affine semigroup is Cohen-Macaulay.
Lemma 19. Let P be the tetrahedron with the set of vertices (2) . For every P = (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) ∈ P with p 3 > 0, the element P − g 3 belongs to P.
Proof. Given P ∈ P, there exists i ∈ N such that P ∈ iP. Assume that i > 1, if not, P = (4 + k, 0, 1) and P − g 3 = (0, 0, 0) ∈ P. So, we can write P as
where j∈ [4] λ j = 1 and λ 1 , . . . , λ 4 ∈ [0, 1]. Note that p 3 ≤ i, and then i = p 3 +t with t ∈ N. We also assume that p 3 ∈ [i − 1], otherwise, P = i(4 + k, 0, 1) and P − g 3 = (i − 1)(4 + k, 0, 1) ∈ P. Since P = (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ), the element P belongs to iP ∩ {z = p 3 }. After some basic computations the reader can check that this set is the convex polygon
Hence, there exist ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 ∈ [0, 1] with ν 1 + ν 2 + ν 3 = 1 satisfying
We can conclude that P − g 3 ∈ P.
In [8] , it is proved that the intersection Ap(g 1 ) ∩ Ap(g 2 ) ∩ {z = 0} is the set shown in Table 1 . Besides, in [8] it is also proved that (10 + k, k − 1, 0) is the unique maximal element of Ap(g 1 ) ∩ Ap(g 2 ) ∩ {z = 0}, and therefore P is Gorenstein by Theorem 18.
Corollary 20. For every k ∈ N \ {0, 1} the affine semigroup P associated to the convex hull of the vertex set {(4, 0, 0), (4 + 2k, 0, 0), (4 + k, k, 0), (4 + k, 0, 1)} is Gorenstein.
Example 21. Let P be the convex hull of {(4, 0, 0), (7, 3, 0) , (10, 0, 0), (7, 0, 1)} and P be its associated affine convex polyhedron semigroup. It is straightforward to check that P is simplicial and that P is a tetrahedron. So, P is Cohen-Macaulay, and, by Corollary 20, it is also Gorenstein. The minimal system of generators of P can be computed with the command msgCHSgr of [6] .
With this command, we obtain {(4, 0, 0), (7, 3, 0), (7, 0, 1), (6, 0, 0), (7, 0, 0), (5, 0, 0), (6, 1, 0), (8, 1, 0), (7, 1, 0), (5, 1, 0), (6, 2, 0), (8, 2, 0), (7, 2, 0)}.
Using the program Macaulay2 (see [12] ) we also obtain that P is Gorenstein.
5 Buchsbaum affine simplicial convex polyhedron semigroups
In this section, we characterize the Buchsbaum affine simplicial convex polyhedron semigroups. Given S ⊂ N n , a simplicial semigroup minimally generated by {g 1 , . . . , g t }, we write S for the semigroup {a ∈ N n | a + g i ∈ S, ∀i = 1, . . . , t}. Trivially, S ⊂ S ⊂ C S . The following result gives a characterization of Buchsbaum rings in terms of their associated semigroups, when the semigroup is simplicial. 1. S is Buchsbaum.
S is Cohen-Macaulay.
To check whether a simplicial convex polyhedron semigroup P ⊂ N 3 is Buchsbaum, we study the Cohen-Macaulayness of P. Note that if for any i ∈ [3] the set τ i ∩ P has only one point, then τ i ∩ P = τ i ∩ P and it is generated by one element. We assume that this element is g i . Otherwise, τ i ∩ P is a segment, and we can obtain the generators of τ i ∩ P by checking the points in the finite set τ i \ P.
As in Section 3, we consider different cases, depending on the intersections of τ i ∩ P for i ∈ [3] . The following two results characterize the easiest cases.
Lemma 23. Let P ⊂ R 3 ≥ be a convex polyhedron such that W = ∅. Then P is Buchsbaum if and only if P = C P .
Proof. By Theorem 22, P is Buchsbaum if and only if P is Cohen-Macaulay. By using a similar reasoning to the proof of Lemma 12, it can be shown that P is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if P = C P .
Lemma 24. Let P ⊂ R 3 ≥ be a convex polyhedron such that W = {P 1 } and W 1 = {P 2 , P 3 }. Then P is Buchsbaum if and only if P = C P .
Proof. Note that in this case, the intersection T-int(∪ j∈N G κ0+j 1 ) ∩ P is empty. Thus, P \ P is a finite set included in H({O, κ 0 P 1 , κ 0 P 2 , κ 0 P 3 }). Using a similar reasoning to the proof of Lemma 13, we obtain that P is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if P = C P .
As in Theorem 15, we focus on the cases:
• W = {P 1 , P 2 } and W 1 = {P 3 }.
• W = {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 }.
Note that for all integers j ≥ κ 0 and for all points P belonging to
P /
∈ P (see Lemma 8 and Lemma 9). So, P \ P is a finite set included in H({O, κ 0 P 1 , κ 0 P 2 , κ 0 P 3 }).
Theorem 25. Let P be a convex polyhedron falling into any of the above two cases. The semigroup P is Buchsbaum if and only if for any integer point P belonging to the set G ∪H({O, k 3 P 1 , k 3 P 2 , k 3 P 3 }) \P there are no two different integers i, j ∈ [3] such that P + g i , P + g j ∈ P.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 15, but applied to P instead of P.
Corollary 26. The affine convex polyhedron semigroup associated to any tetrahedron is Buchsbaum.
Proof. For such a convex polyhedron, the semigroups P and P are equal, and P is Cohen-Macaulay by Proposition 16.
The following example provides us with a Buchsbaum simplicial affine semigroup that it is not Cohen-Macaulay. It is easy to check that P is not a tetrahedron. Using the command msgCHSgr of [6] we obtain that its associated convex polyhedron semigroup P is minimally generated by the following of 71 elements:
